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Mary Dee is thrown into the professional circle of a young sport through uncanny circumstances.

She decides to make the most of it by becoming a student of the game. She finds her studies help

her succeed in more than just this sport. She learns valuable tips for living a full and happy life. This

inspiring true story has powerful tips for anyone desiring to move up the ladder of success.
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This book is a remarkable combination of great insight and simplicity. The author takes us inside of

her head as she explores her road to success and her rise to the top of her sport. WAIT--that

description, though accurate, does not capture the essence of the book. It is her outlook, her

concept of success, and the process that she goes through which is important. Her self

examination, acceptance and ability to change and grow is inspiring.The book is short and easy to

read, but writing it off as overly simplistic and idealistic, will only shortchange the reader. Most of the

concepts are easy to understand and agree with; applying them requires more. Also, underlying it all

is a deeper concept, less clearly spelled out but more elemental. As I read, I felt as though the

author spoke to a truth inside of me, and shone a light on my path. I'm grateful to Mary Dee Kirchoff

for sharing her experience and insight, and for making it so accessible.Whatever journey you are

on, this is an essential travel guide.

Mary Kirchoff, a world champion athlete, tells a very honest story about aligning her body and her

intention to improve her game and her life. The answer Mary finds is nothing less that how to



navigate toward ones highest purpose following synchronicity and joy.

This book is great for the upper elementary school and middle school competitive club athlete who

has ambitions to compete on the state, national, and international level.

This book is an incredible way to look at life in a positive manner. It includes all aspects, not just

athletic pursuits. It is written in a simple way so anyone can learn from it! Thanks Mary for sharing!
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